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First, I wish to thank the Indonesian Arts Institute (ISI) Surakarta, especially the
Dance Department, for the invitation to partake in this opportunity to speak about the topic of
dance and meditation.

Thirty-one years ago, there was an interesting artistic debate when Wayang Buddha
was invited by the Jakarta Arts Council to perform for the 1978 Young Choreographer’s
Week at the Taman Ismail Marzuki. On that occasion, in the concept of this wayang shadow-
puppet play, there was a Buddhist priest and a person who was moving in improvisation
meditation, combined with a performance of a wayang shadow-puppet play, dance, music,
and a large cloth screen that transformed in shape corresponding to the needs of the Sutasoma
story. At that time, the karawitan music composition was arranged by Rahayu Supanggah,
the dance was choreographed by Agus Tasman, and the wayang shadow-puppet play was
developed by Hajar Satoto. Then, I was in free movement with a manner of meditation.

A concept such as this generated rather fervent differences of opinion, more so when
Gendhon Humardani asked about what actually was I doing. I answered, “This is movement
meditation, and not dance”. Continuing further, Gendhon asked why in that place was there
movement meditation and a priest reciting Buddhist mantras.

There was a sense that, at that time, he did not agree if movement meditation was also
presented there, because in a performing arts presentation there should at least be a dance. I
deemed that in principle what I was doing was also a performing art, but combined with a
samadhi process or meditation that leads toward a development of inner-soul awareness.

Until at one moment, Gendhon questioned if I was only moving meditation, not
dancing, would I still be granted the possibility of participating in the performance of
Wayang Buddha. But it was amply surprising that Hajar Satoto said that I should participate
because Wayang Buddha was my idea. Finally, Wayang Buddha did depart for the
performance and I was still present within it.

The idea for Wayang Buddha, at that time, actually stemmed from the concept of
ruwatan, as a process of doing a self-purification with an approach of mantra and free
movement as a condition for someone who aspires to reach a certain level in their humanness
through meditation surrounded by or are within a life story or a life turmoil. I manifested that
through a wayang shadow-puppet play, music, a large screen, and dance; as it was when I and
Mas Pujo Dharmo Suryo, the priest who recited those mantras, were two people who wished
to process creatively and personally in a life process.
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So, Wayang Buddha here its essence is a human process through the world of
meditation that is placed in a world art stage that does not have to be seen merely from the
viewpoint of the performing arts in general.

This process actually had grown since 1974, after I had practiced Vipassana, which is
a Buddhist meditation practice to develop pure mindfulness and how to develop awareness as
a witness of life. Subsequently, I also studied Sumarah meditation where I practiced to be
able to sense ajur-ajer (non-duality) in the context of life.

So, actually there are three important elements in Wayang Buddha, which are: free
movement, Vipassana, and Sumarah. Movement, I define as a process of opening and
closing, and how we can immerse in that process of opening and closing. This is what builds
a stage, which I then term as ritual art performance.

* * *

These are my introductory ideas. From another side, actually on a different occasion, I
heard that ISI Surakarta is an arts education institution that places traditional art as a basic
before they then develop it. Obviously, this notion makes me feel shy to speak here, because I
do not have a basic art tradition, although I had been an ASKI student and was chairperson of
the Student Board in 1968-1969. But at that time I chose to engage more in organizational
issues, which actually, in my aspiration, was for knowing or encouraging the life of
traditional arts; it wished to direct toward where.

An example, when I was chairperson of the Student Board, I organized “Arts and
Science Week”. Of course this sort of topic was also something odd at that time. For that
occasion, we invited Willy Rendra (now deceased), because I read he had said traditional art
was “an old mattress”.

As just an ordinary steward of the arts as well as spirituality, I perceived that
traditional arts, especially traditional dance, exists in a samadhi (meditation) condition or
stems from the world of sembah (bowing), stems from the world of sesaji (offering). All of
the conventions in dance, pedalangan shadow-puppetry, or karawitan music indicate samadhi
conditions. But surely this matter can be an interesting study, from conditions of a ritual
manner becoming just performing arts.

Meditation Dance

I do not start from the world of meditation in dance. Perhaps that idea is within
traditional art. I am more from dance meditation.

Actually, I do not want to use the term dance and meditation because the term dance,
in my perception, is used to indicate a “city” condition. As well, it has also been used in the
world of education.

I also do not use the term “beksa” which has more of a kraton court nuance. I tend
more to use the term “joged” because I start neither from dance nor from beksan. I start from
movement, like walang kadung, njogeda tak gameli, ndi lor ndi kidul (a grasshopper, you
dance I play music, looking for where is north and where is south), like the image of a
confused grasshopper because I start from free movement to develop the presence of my life
that is more humane.
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Movement, which I call free movement, beginning from small children until elders
who have ordinary skills or high expertise, feels more suitable for me as someone who has an
intention to develop my presence in the world of movement.

The term “joged” can be applied for children who are playing with a feeling of
enjoyment. It can also be used for many communities such as in joged dangdut, yet it can also
be used at a high expertise level like joged Mataram. It can be called a kind of joged, in my
interpretation, if it can develop obah, polah, olah and solah (changing or growing, motion,
processing, and actions or manner of conduct).

Then the term “meditation” that is developing now, which actually is being
popularized by western people (in my seeing), actually has a human background for applying
means with a certain attitude to be able to be tranquil, can be careful, can better understand,
can be healthy, can have inner strength, can attain enlightenment.

Actually, my background is not from the perspective of a human who is facing
her/himself or facing other humans, rather, a human who is facing and/or is in the middle of
life. In the traditional world, in my understanding, the human existence has a life field and a
communication field for mutually communicating with the idea of human, nature, and God.

This aspect, in the traditional world, is usually called semedi or samadhi (meditation),
an activity that sees the human and nature created by God. In this idea, I view the flora and
fauna, elements, sense perceptions, also the human are all God’s creation. For me, this refers
to an attitude of sujud (bowing), manembah (offering), and sembahyang (praying). So, it is
not merely “meditation” that only has a manner of function for human concerns, but actually
this attitude of bowing, offering, and praying is placed within the context of humans, nature
and their Creator.

Joged Amerta

Continuing further, this movement meditation, or dance meditation I named joged
amerta. Amerta is a word that has a meaning of “life or essence of life”. While, the elements
that are contained in Joged Amerta are free movement, Vipassana, and surrendering.

Free Movement

The meaning of free movement here actually is not free like sakkarepe dewe
(following whatever one wants). Free movement here means not using specific patterns in
expressing. One is not bound by movement vocabulary, but is more toward net, greget, osik,
wisik (intensifying, dynamic feeling, intuition to move, spiritual inspiration) that tries to tawuh
mapan (blossom in settling in its place and time) through the presence of one’s movement.

Free movement here has nine postures that I took from daily life, which are:

1. lying with its changes

2. ngolet stretching/yawning

Stretching/ yawning can be likened to a starter key that connects the sleeping world and
waking up world. It is like a car that has stopped; its engine is off then started with a key.
Here the stretching concept is as one way to awaken the sleeping and hidden potentials in
our bodies and in our subconscious.
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3. sitting with its changes

4. kneeling with its changes

5. crawling, crawling on the earth, crawling in the air

These practices, it is hoped, can re-enliven the back and spine for developing our instinctive
vertebrate qualities, which are our natural qualities, which stagnate because we have been
educated in and for various rules in our daily life.

6. standing with its changes

7. walking with all of its various changes

8. jumping with its changes

9. lifting (madal pang  = like we are released from gravity)

So, through these postures the world of movement wants to start from the everyday
world whereby it is hoped a kind of tuning or harmonizing will occur in the sense of active
and contextual, not adjustment with the environment’s existence. Free, here, also does not
mean improvisation without any awareness of the form of posture or no awareness of the
environment. Rather, it is more toward free movement that is contextual.

Vipassana

Vipassana is a Buddhist practice that functions to develop genuine mindfulness to be
able to know what is arriving and departing in our body, thoughts, heart, desires, or seeds that
enter. One just places oneself as a witness, an attitude which endeavors as far as possible so
that self-subjectivity becomes more objective.

At Borobudur there is a mudra called bhumisparsa mudra; alam menjadi saksi (earth
touching mudra; the nature is as a witness). In Vipassana retreats when I practiced together
with about thirty people, they walked slowly, gradually sat, did not speak, ate only twice (in
the morning and around 11 a.m.), after that everyone was only permitted to drink, then be
silent. During that practice I did not just do sitting, walking, sleeping; I also developed
movement postures that were more free.

Pasrah (surrender)

Obah olah kersaning Allah, urip moksa kersane hyang sukma (changing or growing
processing by God’s will, life for attaining liberation by the grace of the divine soul), I
studied for several years from “Sumarah”, a Javanese meditation tradition. There I met with
Pak Sri Sampoerno, Pak Suwondo and especially Pak Sudarno Ong, whose method I liked:
kendho lan sumeleh (relaxing and settling).

Surrendering is a development from relaxing. Relaxing the body, relaxing thoughts,
relaxing rasa feeling, relaxing desires, and relaxing seeds. Actually in Sumarah, these
relaxation practices function so that we can have more sensitivity. By relaxing, our nerves
can be more sensitive and are able to be more in accord with the atmosphere. Inner and outer
occurs harmoniously.
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Along with this, it also functions to open an inner space, which I mean as “lima
pancer dengan sedulur papate” (the four directions and the fifth throughout that is God, with
one’s four accompanying inner companions or elements). By this, it is hoped that a
circulation of life energy, nature, and human will happen because of the grace of God.

We, at that time, only practiced samadhi (meditation). Samadhi itself really is an
unplanned condition; it does not occur by will, rather it is a term for a bestowal from the
Maha Great Life.

“Garden”

These three elements, that have elements of freedom, witnessing, and non-duality,
then are placed in a “garden” concept. Garden is a concept whereby nature is touched by
humans (cultivated), not as nature in accordance with its naturalness.

Garden usually has a value of a feeling of religiosity. For example there is the Zen
Garden, there is the Garden of Eden, there is the Sacred Garden. Garden also has an aspect of
democracy. All ages, classes, races, differences in backgrounds can live sociably in it. They
can express their freedom and freshness.

Garden also has a value of the meaningfulness of introspection and also of
contemplating. Garden also has a value of diversity in unity (different but has one sense in
that garden – bhinneka tunggal ika). Garden also has a sense of space and time that becomes
an oasis of life. So too, garden becomes a fellowship field between humans, nature and God.
Garden also indicates the existence of the value of beauty.

With the concept of the presence of movement or joged amerta in the garden, we
practice within the differences of nature’s conditions or the garden’s conditions or the
differences of times in the morning, noon, evening, night, and so forth.

In this concept, everyday life meditation or samadhi pedinan is the essential part. In
addition there is also special samadhi, which means meditations that have an approach with a
specific idea, which are:

- specific meditation in the space of circle, with an attitude of manembah in doa (bowing in
praying) – which has a nuance more toward spiritual language.

- specific meditation in oval space, which is more toward nature language, and has a theme of
purification in circulation – reresik.

- specific meditation in a square space, through the work of discussion for receiving clarity,
as well as then trying further how the attitude of daily meditation and specific meditations
have a quality of interacting with each other.

In developing joged amerta with these approaches of samadhi, bowing, offering,
praying then requires a practice with the idea of choicing, choosing, composition in living
measurement. ‘Choicing’ is a space of choice, ‘choosing’ means we have awareness deciding
a composition, ‘living measurement’ is awareness that there will be a measuring that uses the
measurement of our body (the length of our hands, feet, etc.).
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From objects, for determining points where we can be liberated for changing the
composition, hence truly we can study awareness for taking, carrying, and placing something
in its proportion.

Actually in essence the purpose of this practice is for shaping our awareness which is
in a limitation. But basically, we can change that limitation. This concept itself stems from
the concept of omah (home), which is a concept of the micro-cosmos and macro-cosmos. In
my interpretation, in general there are life concepts stemming from the concept of nyawiji (to
be of one mind) or lingga-yoni (phallus-womb), or a circulation concept, or a conflict
concept, or a thesis-antithesis concept that is seeking for synthesis (but usually forgets its
synthesis).

Rather in joged amerta, its emphasis is more on a dialogue concept, where all the
elements can mutually respect the presence of people or objects or other living beings, yet,
simultaneously can still be in communication with a quality of dialogue. With an esprit such
as this, through joged amerta, gave birth to Padepokan Lemah Putih that has been capable of
generating the Sharing Movement community, Web Art Garden community, Dharma Nature
Time community, Art and Religiosity community, and so forth.

Hence, in an understanding of concepts such as these, I perceive that in its basis
samadhi meditation has a quality of feeling that is gora gumyak gung (celebrating in joy),
celebrating heneng hening henung (stillness/inner calm, clarity, taking care) and celebrating
A ... HA (celebrating in understanding).

Samadhi meditation in joged amerta is not exercised by matek aji (mantra recitations);
rather it is more by samadhi meditation that is communicating. Meditation here actually is
just one of the ways so that I can still be in a context of a feeling of bowing, offering, praying
to be able to build my small garden and large garden.

As someone who loves the arts, I hope to always be able to have a “garden stage” in
the world and the afterlife, that is still connected with heaven on earth and in the afterlife, not
just merely performance. On the one hand, I am aware that I am not a true artist such as you
all who indeed are aiming toward the performing arts. I choose to be more in the realm of
ritual arts.

This attitude of life was decided in 1974 when at a certain moment I had to choose to
be in the life of the arts or in a life directed toward a path of religiosity. Hence I chose to try
to combine all of these aspects until presently.

This explanation I will now close by giving birth to a movement concept, that
throughout this time I have been doing over the years, which is an understanding that there
will be movement, art, artistic creativity, also life, living, and livelihood.

Thus, hopefully may this be useful.

Padepokan Lemah Putih,
12 December 2009

Translated from the Indonesian by Diane Butler.
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  Being Saying

 Being Speaking

ocean river
the source of spring life tree

crystal
all have empty axis empty space

somehow this idea is connected with
our practice of less identification

The Idea of Joged Amerta
offering stage

Being Daily Life
Soul of Life

being born having energy energy having born

the being reality world (gravity)------------ Body
Mind
Heart

Intention
the being dream world (no gravity)-------- Seed

Line mapping garden (in line create garden) Garden mapping line (in garden create line)
How can we create Garden Human Nature in life here and now, on the earth?

How can we connect our micro garden in our home daily life?

sensing meta gesture shadow beyond of source

moving in moving
(Ocean River)

moving in no moving
(Source of Spring life tree)

no moving in no moving
(Crystal)

being happy being less suffer being wise

being amerta
audience

being amerta
playing not playing

being amerta
moving dance

doing not doing storytelling explanation

celebration of stillness celebration of flowering celebration of A…Ha

Circle space Oval space Square space


